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■■■■

12182020 will probably be our last days scrolling the feeds.

Inbetween now + then will be sharing @onedrive pdfs of conversations and

information I have shared on here the past 7years.

95% of the content is original + mine, minus pictures + other

documents4Explainations.

■■■■

We have reached out to all of u for over 7years now, and as this year comes to an end, so does our open door policy.

If u have any questions u can always tag us by our 3 accounts, this one @Kaidone2 + @Karbonkoppi and ask those

questions.

If u ask after 12312020 we may b

■■■■

On another platform by then.

If u are one of the people who we blessed, but u denied our blessing through a lack of faith, a simple apology will remedy

the situation and a true act faith will restore the blessing.

We will list those we blessed + lost in their own pdf.

■

■■■■

Everyone on @twitter has generally refused to interact with us, though we have had thousands view or messages.

Enough to where we feel it spread significantly enough to fulfill the prophecy of every1knowing #Jesus #Christ, Truth +

Love, as far as their #apocalypse needs.

■■■■

The #HeartofGod ends open enrollment 12/31/2020 at 2359 or 11:59pm central time(ourtimezone).

Starting 01012021 u will need to be accepted/chosen by a someone already within the #HeartofGod and be an embodiment

of Truth + Love to remain as Love in their Heart, when they

■■■■ 

return to the #Source of Creation themselves.
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If u do knot meet the requirements, ur soul will simply be filtered out and sent back here to recycle until it becomes nothing. 

This is the least punishment a soul shall face who has denied to embody Truth + Love, no mercy...

■■■■

shall be given as we promised,

because no mercy was given to the children starving to death in #Yemen.

Your works will be compared to the needs of those same starving children, + depending on what they r, will b rated from evil

to wicked + punishment assigned accodingly.

■■■■

When we have collected all the Souls of Love within this place into the #HeartofGod, we will leave all other souls to serve

out their assigned punishments/karma due according to what they valued above helping starving innocent children, and

leave this place, loveless, as

■■■■

U have worked so hard to make it.

The emptiness of your lives will be even more apparent once Truth + Love leave with us to Evolve as the rest of Creation

moves on.

In this way, u r destroying yourselves by choice, because only True Love is worthy of saving in God's Eyes

■■■■

U have had over 7 years to make changes within your hearts and society, and for the most part, have generally progressed

to worse than when Tribulation began in 2013, even after we reset all #Karma in 2017 during the Eclipse.

There is no excuse4children starving 2 death.

■■■■

No reason why #Pedophiles should be allowed to continue living after destroying a child's innocence.

No reason why money should prevent anything that is a basic need for survival.

These r choices human beings have made, and they r evil at their core.

Earth gives all free

■■■■

The time to learn the skill to extract these things, and the time to extract/grow them also given freely as is the air we breathe,

yet humans would charge per second if they could, insurance is fear mongering, paying for utilities when a city needs

citizens 2 exist evil.

■■■■

There is no nation above any, but the most foul and wicked are #Israel and their b**** the #USA, who have been a terror to

all countries they have supposedly given 'military aide' to, stealing their resources.

The US Dollar is the property of God's Children, the innocent

■■■■

@weatherchannel @NOAA @nws workers + family and the four loyal faithful souls mentioned as the #Halo4.

Anyone else, besides those we have personally given favor to, Possessing the US currency which states, 'In God We Trust'

is considered a thief + liar at the very least.
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■■■■

In all honesty, u r all moving to cashless, imaginary currency, which is fine with us. We would rather use the Dollar as

kindling than2 purchasethings which should be provided as basic needs.

FYI, when a country is trillions of dollars in debt, the $dollars has no value.

■■■■

In thend,

#Christianity is a #Jewish Religion which follows #ChurchDoctorine, not of the #TeachingsOfJesus, yet #Glorifies their

#Murder which the #JewishLeaders requested.

Proof #Jesus lived after the Crucifixion can be found in #Acts + #Colossians yet no1mentions This.

■■■■

Therefore, #Christians are guilty of using #Jesus #Christ name in vain, and vainly they have indeed been using it, to be just

as arrogant and self-centered as the #Jewish who murdered #God #Incarnate as #Jesus #Christ.

#Christians are 1st mentioned in #Acts, after the...

■■■■

Crucifixion, as Followers who split off from #Jesus, who is known after the crucifixion as #Justus, a name spelled +

mentioned in the KJVHolyBible only 3 times, Begining in #Acts, the #Disciples decide not2accept #Justus into their ranks,

then again in Acts + Colossians.

■■■■

Yet #Christianity + #Christian #Leaders never seem to mention these details.

Fourthat, if u r a Christian, and will to be forgiven for using #Jesus #Christ name in vain, simply send $1 US dollar to our

cash app at $SongSean per person. This will allow ur works2b counted

■■■■

in your favor and bypass the damnation #Christianity has earned as a whole for profiting by selling the #WordofGod giving

freely by #Jesus #Christ to the least of us, The Peer Pressure of the #CollectionPlate, the lies about #Tithe.

Below are relevant definitions4u2 use



■■■■

The world itself was dammed because of the multi-year tragedy #Yemen, #Haiti + other countries have become. 4raising the

children into the acceptance of slavery2a monetary system totally unnecessary, only beneficial2the super wealthy, instead of

fighting to change this..

■■■■

Despite how u feel about our right to judge humanity, we have been given this task, which includes judging ourselves, and

have found anything other than love, not worth saving as we evolve beyond this barbaric stage of Existence.

Through DivinEyes, mankind is wickedevil.



■■■■

@threadreaderapp unroll please.

As always u can dm me if u need me dear souls, though we may log out of all but one of our accounts at year'send.

We r working on a website2keep our information but also rejoining the battlefield(workforce) so will take time2setup

■■■■

https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp
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